Chevrolet tractor

Canadian Military Pattern CMP trucks were a class and a coherent range of military trucks,
made in large numbers, and in numerous variants, by Canada during World War II , compliant to
British Army specifications, primarily intended for use in the armies of the British
Commonwealth allies, but also serving in other units of the British Empire. Until the currency
restrictions of the late s, the Canadian automotive industry's output provided a major part of
British Empire countries vehicles. These territories levied reduced, "Imperial preference", duties
on Canadian products, usually made by Canadian subsidiaries of the big U. In the late s, Canada
started drawing up standard designs, to prepare for the beginning of the war, which involved a
unique and historic design and production collaboration between rival giant car-makers Ford
Canada and GM of Canada. The United Kingdom 's official History of the Second World War
called Canada's war-time production of soft-skinned trucks, including the CMP class, the
country's most important contribution to Allied victory. The rise to power in Germany of Hitler
and the Nazi party in led to discussions in the mids between the British War Office and the
Canadian Army concerning the possible production of military vehicles in Canada. In any future
conflict it was assumed that Canadian forces would again be tightly integrated with those of the
Mother Country, and so it would be essential that Canadian-manufactured equipment be
compatible with British standards and specifications. In that year, Ford and General Motors of
Canada Limited were invited to produce prototypes of a 6x4 medium artillery tractor derived
from the British 6x4 Scammell Pioneer. By , plans had been prepared for the mass production in
Canada of a range of military vehicles based on fairly strict CMP British specifications. These
trucks were originally designated "Department of National Defence DND Pattern"; however,
when production volumes increased and it became clear that the Canadian-built vehicles were
to serve widely in the forces of other countries, the class of trucks was redesignated "Canadian
Military Pattern CMP ". At the outbreak of World War II, Canada's large and modern automobile
industry was shifted over to the production of military vehicles outproducing Germany. Initially
intended for Canadian military use, the vehicles were soon taken on by all British and
Commonwealth forces. While the Dunkirk evacuation in the spring of succeeded in rescuing
close to , Allied soldiers who had been encircled by the invading German army, the British
Expeditionary Force had been required to abandon most of its military vehicles in France. It
then became an urgent need to replace those losses and to provide new vehicles to equip the
rapidly expanding armed forces of the Commonwealth. CMP vehicles, based on the British
specification and with large manufacturing capacity, were the logical answer. Canadian
factories produced around , vehicles in World War II, including some 50, armoured vehicles,
self-propelled guns and tanks. Canada's military truck production focused predominantly on a
broad range of medium-rated vehicles â€” light jeeps and trucks over 3-tons capacity, required
by the Canadian Army, were purchased from outside suppliers. The two manufacturers were
able to quickly ramp up their Canadian production, by utilizing their large amounts of reserve
production capacity that had remained idle ever since the Great Depression , and through an
unusual act of collaboration between the two rival companies, including the use of
interchangeable components. A smaller number of CMP trucks were assembled from
Canadian-made chassis and parts, typically first built on Canadian production lines, then
broken knocked down, crated, and shipped overseas, and then to be re-assembled in Britain ,
Australia , New Zealand , South Africa 2, , India 9, , Italy and Egypt. The CMP specification
proved versatile, and it formed the basis of a wide variety of different truck types and even
some armoured vehicles. Encompassing a bewildering variety, there were no less than ninety
types of CMP army vehicles, on twelve different chassis, including three different types of
wireless trucks, four ambulance types, and thirteen field workshop vehicles. Furthermore,
roughly 9, 4x4 CMP chassis were made, mainly to be used to build armoured cars and other
vehicles in Allied countries. Canada's production of CMP trucks alone exceeded the total
military truck production of Nazi Germany. The British History of the Second World War the
United Kingdom's official history of the war argues that the production of soft-skinned trucks,
including the CMP truck class, was Canada's most important contribution to the eventual Allied
victory. After , newly-manufactured and modified war surplus CMP trucks were used in several
European armies e. CMP trucks were adapted after the war for a variety of civilian roles
including forestry, grain transport, fire-fighting, and snowploughs. In Malaysia , after the
Malayan Emergency , many CMP trucks were converted to log transporters or off-road trucks in
construction site with upgraded brake system and powerful engines. The Ford and Chevrolet
trucks shared a standard cab design, which evolved over the years of production. The first
designed at Ford by Sid Swallow , second and third cab designs were called No. The first two
type were similar, the main difference being a two-part radiator grille in No. The final No. All the
CMP cab designs had a short, " cab forward " configuration that gave CMP trucks their
distinctive pug -nosed profile. This design was required to meet the original British

specifications for a compact truck design that would be more efficient to transport by ship. The
specifications also demanded right-hand drive. Internally the cab had to accommodate the
comparatively large North American engines and it was generally cramped. Chevrolet-built
vehicles could be recognised by the radiator grille mesh being of a diamond pattern, whereas
Ford-built ones had grilles formed of a square mesh. Dodge production started later. Early
prototypes used the No. This enabled more rapid production, while retaining similar
specifications for chassis, drive, and mounting of vehicle rear bodies. In the list below, a drive
specification of NxM means that the vehicle has a total of N wheels and that M of those wheels
are driven. The military specifications did not permit more than two wheels per axle. The cwt
CMP trucks were usually called 3-ton lorries or trucks. Though popular sources on Canadian
Military Pattern trucks mainly discuss the Ford and GM models, Dodge built some , trucks, most
of which for use in the CMP role, [2] [11] and by the same naming convention â€” three quarters
of which were 3-ton models of various D60 Dodge T types. But although regular Dodge cabs
were fitted, they were right hand drive, [nb 3] and had a gunner's hatch in the roof. After initial
D60s had been produced with 8. This notwithstanding, all of Dodge's models were two-wheel
drive, with a high and low-range rear axle. Chassis and vehicle production was licensed to
Australia, allowing local production, while other vehicles were shipped to Britain in
part-assembled "knocked down" form. These were delivered as kits, and had final assembly in
factories in Britain. Air portable versions had the top half of the cab superstructure and exterior
components stowed to allow the vehicles to fit in the hold of transport aircraft, which could
easily be re-fitted on receipt in theatre. Bare chassis were created for alternative bodies to be
fitted, reducing the shipping requirement to India. Bodies for these vehicles were locally
produced in India from available materials, frequently built entirely from wood, creating a
diverse range of "Indian Pattern" vehicles. To meet the pressing demand for military vehicles
during World War II, several Commonwealth countries designed light armoured vehicles based
on CMP chassis made in Canada. Special chassis were created to aid in this purpose, featuring
rear mounted engines and central steering positions. Armoured cars used these or standard
chassis depending on design and availability. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Type of 3 ton
4x4 Cargo. First, a standard axle length would simplify the use of standard loading ramps,
partial bridge decks , and bridge decks in which the road bearing girders protrude above the
road surface on the top side. Second, the load of trucks of a standard axle length is more
directly and safely transmitted down to the longitudinal spans supporting the bridge under the
bridge deck by positioning the spans apart to match the standard axle length. Third, allowing
only one wheel at each end of an axle would ensure that all wheels would be fast to change.
Finally, minimizing the tread width would very slightly reduce a vehicle's vulnerability in
minefields while following other vehicles of the same standard axle length. Duncan and Wrigley,
C. Postan, published as part of the History of the Second World War. Canadian Council of Chief
Executives. Archived PDF from the original on Retrieved National Post. Postmedia Network.
Maple Leaf Up. World War II Database. Lava Development, LLC. London: F. Archived from the
original on VerticalScope Inc. British Commonwealth unarmoured vehicles of the Second World
War. Hidden categories: Wikipedia articles needing page number citations from June Wikipedia
articles needing page number citations from April Articles needing additional references from
March All articles needing additional references Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. General Motors Canada and Ford
Canada. Wikimedia Commons has media related to CMP trucks. The Astro and Titan would
become the final trucks of the type assembled and marketed by General Motors, following the
exit of Chevrolet from heavy truck sales and the creation of the Volvo GM joint venture.
Distinguished by its boxy appearance, it became nicknamed the "Crackerbox". In the late s, as
American truck manufacturers introduced updated designs for cabover trucks, design work
began on an all-new Class 8 cabover. Expanding the product line to the Chevrolet brand, the
replacement for the GMC Crackerbox sought to expand interior space, visibility, and driver
ergonomics. In contrast to the Crackerbox, the cab of the Astro was lengthened nearly six
inches into a inch BBC length with two sleeper cab configurations available. Along with the
Dragfoiler roof spoiler, the option package included body extension panels between the cab and
trailer, an air dam below an extended bumper and an optimized radiator grille. Following the
launch of the cabover product line in , the GMC Astro quickly exceeded the Chevrolet Titan in
sales and market share. A major factor leading to the cancellation was lack of support for
heavy-duty trucks by Chevrolet dealers. In addition to light trucks, this meant a potential GMC

franchise needed the ability to support medium-duty trucks, heavy-duty commercial trucks, the
GMC motorhome, P-chassis, and school bus chassis. For a typical dealership, this meant
dedicating profitable space that would have otherwise gone to selling passenger cars. The GMC
Astro ceased production after the model year coincidentally, two years after Chevrolet launched
a van with the same name. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Chevrolet
Titan. Not to be confused with Chevrolet Astro. See templates for discussion to help reach a
consensus. This article needs attention from an expert in Trucks. The specific problem is:
Needs further expansion of information. WikiProject Trucks may be able to help recruit an
expert. January Motor vehicle. Archived from the original on Retrieved A marque of General
Motors. Canyon Sierra. Hummer EV. B-Series P-series. GMC Denali. Category Commons.
Hidden categories: Articles needing expert attention from January All articles needing expert
attention Trucks articles needing expert attention Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. FR layout , 4x2 F , 6x4 D
Chevrolet is a world-wide brand of General Motors which currently or formerly manufactured a
complete range of vehicles, from mini-cars, to trucks , buses , etc General Motors basically has
built trucks, buses and chassis and marketed them under the Chevrolet , GMC and sometimes
the Isuzu brands. Chassis have been manufactured for school buses and RVs recreational
vehicles. While heavy-duty trucks were manufactured at one time, that part of the company was
sold off to Volvo , and was known as Volvo White-GMC. In August , both GM and Navistar
announced that their memorandum of understanding for the purchase had expired and was not
renewed [2] [3]. After four years of working with multiple potential buyers, including an
anticipated five-year deal with Isuzu Motors announced late in January to take over the
production line in Flint, Michigan, [4] General Motors decided to wind-down its medium-duty
truck operations [5]. Official web site. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an
account? Start a Wiki. Chevrolet Current owner General Motors Introduced? Bison - heavy duty,
class 8 Bruin - heavy duty, COE - heavy duty, s? Wikimedia Commons has media related to:
Chevrolet vehicles. Chevrolet vehicles. Automotive marques of General Motors , and those of its
affiliates and former affiliates. General Motors. Alpheon Chevrolet. Daewoo GMK Saehan.
Chevrolet Europe GM Vietnam. Groove Trax Miray Musiro. List of Bus Manufacturers. Charles H.
List of Truck manufacturers. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Please help improve this article or section by expanding it. Further
information might be found on the talk page or at requests for expansion. A marque of General
Motors. Mid-size crossover. Full-size crossover. Mid-size SUV. S Blazer. Full-size SUV. K5
Blazer. Coupe utility. El Camino. Sports pickup. Compact pickup. Mid-size pickup. Full-size
pickup. Lumina APV. A subsidiary of General Motors. Active Alpheon Chevrolet. This list is
under construction Please add relevant additions. You have 4 free stories remaining. But they
have always been repowered machines, where the original engine had been replaced. It was
originally equipped with a Chevrolet cu. The tractor is a one-of-a-kind prototype, without a pto,
hydraulics, belt pulley, or power lift of any kind. He acquired the tractor in when he answered an
ad in a local paper about a truck for sale. When he went to see the truck, he happened to see an
old tractor in the barn. Right away he knew it was unusual, so he bought it and left the truck.
The previous owner remembered seeing the tractor sitting idle on his neighbor's farm when he
was a kid. Upon asking about the tractor, the young man was told he could have it. He later did
some research into the unusual tractor. After World War II ended, a deaf and mute man named
Nutter built the tractor in his garage, hoping to interest General Motors in manufacturing it. It
was well known that the company wanted to get into the tractor business. When the prototype
was finished, someone from Chevrolet in Detroit came to look at it. Unfortunately, the
company's plants were all operating at full capacity in the post-war boom so no deal was ever
worked out. When he got it, the tractor's engine block was cracked so it sat in his garage for 10
years. Two years ago, his wife urged him to put the tractor back together so he started working
on it. The tractor had sat out for so long that you couldn't even tell what color it had been. One
day I discovered that it was painted dark blue when I took the tractor apart and saw the top part
of the rear end housing. I got the paint code number so I was able to get the original color
duplicated at a local auto paint shop. However, they were all beat up and rusted. I don't have
them fixed yet. The hood is hinged at the rear, with a latch at the front so it can be raised for
service. To read the rest of this story, download this issue below or click here to register with
your account number. Order the Issue Containing This Story. FREE Newsletter! A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers

reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

